Interparticle interactions in concentrated suspensions and their bulk (rheological) properties.
The interparticle interactions in concentrated suspensions are described. Four main types of interactions can be distinguished: (i) "Hard-sphere" interactions whereby repulsive and attractive forces are screened. (ii) "Soft" or electrostatic interactions determined by double layer repulsion. (iii) Steric repulsion produced by interaction between adsorbed or grafted surfactant and polymer layers. (iv)and van der Waals attraction mainly due to London dispersion forces. Combination of these interaction energies results in three main energy-distance curves: (i) A DLVO type energy-distance curves produced by combination of double layer repulsion and van der Waals attraction. For a stable suspension the energy-distance curve shows a "barrier" (energy maximum) whose height must exceed 25kT (where k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute temperature). (ii) An energy-distance curve characterized by a shallow attractive minimum at twice the adsorbed layer thickness 2δ and when the interparticle-distance h becomes smaller than 2δ the energy shows a sharp increase with further decrease of h and this is the origin of steric stabilization. (iii) an energy-distance curve characterized by a shallow attractive minimum, an energy maximum of the DLVO type and a sharp increase in energy with further decrease of h due to steric repulsion. This is referred to as electrosteric repulsion. The flocculation of electrostatically and sterically stabilized suspensions is briefly described. A section is devoted to charge neutralization by polyelectrolytes and bridging flocculation by polymers. A distinction could be made between "dilute", "concentrated" and "solid suspensions" in terms of the balance between the Brownian motion and interparticle interaction. The states of suspension on standing are described in terms of interaction forces and the effect of gravity. The bulk properties (rheology) of concentrated suspensions are described starting with the case of very dilute suspensions (the Einstein limit with volume fraction Φ≤0.01), moderately concentrated suspensions (0.2>Φ≥0.1) taking into account the hydrodynamic interaction and concentrated suspensions (Φ>0.2) where semi-empirical theories are available. The rheological behavior of the above four main types of interactions is described starting with "hard-sphere" systems where the relative viscosity-volume fraction relationship could be described. The rheology of electrostatically stabilized suspensions was described with particular reference to the effect of electrolyte that controls the double layer extension. The rheology of sterically stabilized systems is described using model polystyrene suspensions with grafter poly(ethylene oxide) layers. Finally the rheology of flocculated suspensions was described and a distinction could be made between weakly and strongly flocculated systems.